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1. Introduction
The discovery of antibiotics unquestionably represents a major achievement in the treatment
of infectious diseases. However, the early optimistic expectations to definitely win the war
against infections have not been met, mainly because of bacterial resistance, that has
evolved to each antibiotic introduced into clinical practice and complicates infections in
more vulnerable individuals, such as organ transplant receivers, AIDS, hemodialysis, and
cancer patients. The development of resistance is inherent to the mechanism of action of
classic antibiotics, that target specific bacterial enzymes, and could be overcome by new
antibiotics with different targets, but in the last 40 years very few new antibiotics have
reached the market. Indeed, the great majority of antibiotics presently in use for systemic
infections derives by synthetic tailoring from a limited number of dated molecular scaffolds
(Fischbach & Walsh, 2009). The wide-spread use of antibiotics for both medical and nonmedical purposes prompted the emergence of a number of multi-resistant bacterial strains,
such as methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), vancomycin-resistant Enterococci,
Acinetobacter baumannii, Escherichia coli, carbapenem-resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Clostridium difficile, and Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Epidemic
resistance to antibiotics has been described for a number of superbug pathogens, such as
MRSA, Streptococcus pneumoniae and Mycobacterium tuberculosis, and multidrug- or panresistant gram-negative bacilli (Spellberg et al., 2008). It is estimated that infectious diseases,
despite the availability of antibiotics, remain the second-leading cause of death worldwide
(World Health Organization, 2004). On the other hand, the development of new drugs is
considered no more fashionable by the pharmaceutical industry, due to the low probability
to recover the huge investments required to license new antibacterials that will be used in a
low number of selected infections. Indeed, this high cost-low revenue perspective made
many large pharmaceutical companies to quit antibiotic discovery for more profitable
therapeutics. That being said, let us approach the subject by reviewing the Pub-med
literature regarding the up-to-date research on natural and synthetic antimicrobial
molecules of proteinaceous nature, as alternatives to conventional antibiotics. Since the mid1990s, bacterial genome sequencing was carried out with the aim to identify new bacterial
targets. High-throughput target-based screening and combinatorial chemical libraries were
developed, but after some time it was realized that the results were not up to the
expectations, for at least three reasons: first, most enzymes essential for bacterial viability
can not be easily affected by drugs; second, some of the structures that would be the best
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antibacterial targets (e.g. ribosomes and nascent peptidoglycan) are not accessible to in vitro
screening; and third, chemical libraries do not have the molecular complexity of naturally
produced antibiotics (Baltz, 2008). To illustrate the difficulties relative to the new targets
approach, scientists at GlaxoSmithKline reviewed the outcome of an extensive program of
screening chemical libraries against multiple potential Gram-positive or broad spectrum
targets over a period of seven years (Payne et al., 2007). Out of the 300 genes evaluated, 160
were found to be essential for viability. The screen against 67 target proteins covering a
wide range of cellular metabolic activities yielded 16 hits, but only 5 yielded leads. Of these,
only two (3%) were identified as potentially new targets. The authors noted that results
were unsustainably poor in relation to the effort (Baltz, 2008). Because of these difficulties,
the recent trend is to look for new antimicrobials by screening natural products, that are an
inexhaustible source of bioactive compounds. Technical advances in genomics,
bioinformatics, microbial ecology, synthetic biology, and systems biology offer new
opportunities for multidisciplinary approaches to small molecule discovery (Davies, 2011;
Walsh & Fischbach, 2010). The reserve of natural molecules produced by bacteria, fungi,
plants, and vertebrates can offer both novel antibiotics that work in the classic way, and new
antimicrobials that being based on different molecular scaffolds will more easily bypass
resistance. Most of these natural substances are of peptidic nature and work by targeting
conserved mechanisms, often shared by more than one pathogen. Antimicrobials of peptidic
nature can be divided into two classes: the gene-encoded, ribosomally synthesized peptides,
and the non-ribosomally synthesized peptide antibiotics, typically produced by bacteria and
fungi. The latter are assembled by multi-enzyme complexes, contain d-amino acids and
other non-proteinogenic amino acids, and often have a cyclic or branched structure (Wiesner
& Vilcinskas, 2010). Some members of this class already on the market, such as bacitracin,
gramicidin S, polymyxin B, the streptogramins, vancomycin and teicoplanin have limited
clinical use, mostly because of toxicity, poor solubility, or limited spectrum of activity. The
ribosomally synthesized antimicrobials (none of which is yet on the market) can be
subdivided into two further classes depending on their source: the term “antimicrobial
peptides” (AMPs) strictly speaking indicates peptides of eukaryotic origin, whereas
peptides and proteins produced by bacteria are called bacteriocins. However, considering
the similarities in terms of structure and mechanism of action, in this chapter the term AMPs
will be used to globally indicate members of both classes. With this premise, we can say that
AMPs are widely conserved, small amphiphilic antagonistic molecules produced by both
prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. Bacteria secrete microcins and bacteriocins that
inhibit bacterial food competitors present in the same environment, whilst plants and insects,
that lack the adaptive immune response, rely on AMPs for protection against infections
(Scott et al., 2008). In mammals, AMPs are present in neutrophils and on skin and mucosal
surfaces, where they carry out direct antimicrobial activity and participate to the innate
immune response (Maroti et al., 2011). The concept of developing AMPs as potent
pharmaceuticals for human therapy dates back to the 1990s (Chopra, 1993), and most
research articles since then published on this topic conclude by stating that AMPs represent
promising therapeutic agents against bacterial, fungal, viral and parasitic diseases. Today
the issue is more relevant than ever, due to the occurrence of two concomitant factors: the
emergence of multi- or pan-drug-resistant bacterial strains, and the availability of new and
sophisticated technical approaches to design, engineer and optimize AMPs for every specific
application. The challenge is to design synthetic mimics that maintain the potency of natural
AMPs, able to kill pathogens in the low micromolar concentration range, but lose some
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flaws of natural molecules, such as low stability, immunogenicity, low bioavailability, and
production cost (Sharma et al., 2009). According to their electrical charge, AMPs can be
divided into anionic and cationic peptides. Anionic AMPs (AAMPs), found in vertebrates,
invertebrates and plants, are active against bacteria, fungi, viruses, nematodes and insects.
Their net negative charge ranges from -1 to -7, and their length from 5 to about 70 amino
acid residues. In comparison with cationic AMPs (CAMPs), AAMPs have received little
attention in the literature, and their mechanism of action so far has not been elucidated. For
an outline of AAMP characteristics, the interested reader is referred to the exhaustive review
by Harris et al. (2009). Vertebrate CAMPs can be also defined “host defense peptides”
(HDPs), because beyond their direct antimicrobial activity, in vivo they often modulate the
host immune response (Hölzl et al., 2008). By inducing chemokine and cytokine production,
HDPs can recruit and activate immune cells, stimulate wound repair, and promote or inhibit
angiogenesis (Wilmes et al., 2001). Moreover, certain CAMPs, such as amphibian temporins,
neutralize bacterial endotoxins (Mangoni & Shai, 2009), and some of them, such as cecropin,
buforin and magainin also exhibit selective direct cytotoxic activity against different types of
human cancer cells (Schweizer, 2009). Typically, CAMPs are gene-encoded peptides derived
from larger precursors by proteolytic processing, are 12-50 amino acid long with a net
positive charge of +2 to +11, due to an excess of basic arginine and lysine residues, and have
approximately 50% hydrophobic amino acids (Finlay & Hancock, 2004). Based on their
molecular and conformational structure, CAMPs can be divided into four classes: cysteinerich -sheet structures stabilized by two to four disulphide bonds (human - and defensins, plectasin, protegrins); linear -helical peptides without disulphide bonds
(cecropins, magainins and dermaseptins); loop-structured peptides with one disulphide
bond (bactenecin, microcins from Enterobacteriaceae), and extended structures rich in glycine,
tryptophan, proline, arginine and/or histidine (cathelicidins, indolicidin) (Hancock & Sahl,
2006). So far, more than fifteen hundreds AMPs have been identified; an updated AMP
database is available on line at: http://aps.unmc.edu/AP/main.php (Wang G. et al., 2009).
Positively charged CAMPs interact with the negatively charged microbial surface, and the
interaction disrupts the membrane barrier function via pore-formation or unspecific
membrane permeabilization. Different models, such as the toroidal pore (magainins) and
barrel stave (alamethicin) models, which imply the formation of pores, or the carpet-like
model (cecropins), in which the cell membrane is disintegrated and/or micellized, have
been proposed to describe the structures formed between peptides and membrane
phospholipids. The difference between the anionic charge of bacterial membranes and the
neutral charge of mammalian cell membranes rich in zwitterionic phospholipids or
cholesterol may help to explain the selectivity of action of many CAMPs (Wilmes et al.,
2011). Bacterial killing is mediated by membrane disorganization, taking seconds to
minutes, and/or by the binding to intracellular targets, that takes more time (3-5 hours).
None mechanism is receptor-based, consistent with the finding that D-peptides are
generally as active as L-peptides (Scott et al., 2008). AMPs show a highly conserved
amphiphilic topology, with the hydrophilic and hydrophobic side chains segregated into
distinct opposing regions or faces of the molecule. This topology is essential for insertion
into and disruption of bacterial cytoplasmic membranes, and physicochemical properties,
rather than any precise amino acid sequence, are responsible for AMP activity (Scott et al.,
2008). Even non-peptidic compounds with amphiphilic structures, such as ceragenins, cholic
acid derivatives, or polymers with phenylene ethynylene, polymethacrylate, -lactam, or
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polynorbornene backbones, are effective broad spectrum antibacterials (Chin et al., 2007; Lai
XZ. et al., 2008). These compounds are not currently developed, but their low cost, ease of
production and non-toxicity for mammalian cells make them suitable for sterile clothing and
biocompatible medical materials, such as catheters, sutures and indwelling devices (Gabriel
& Tew, 2008).

2. Mammalian defensins
Defensins are the prototypic mammalian HDPs. The presence inside neutrophil granules of
proteins able to kill microorganisms with an oxygen-independent mechanism has been
described in the 1980s (Ganz et al., 1986). Since then, defensins have been intensively
investigated, and by now the family includes many structurally related peptides found in
vertebrates, fungi, plants and insects. The discovery of defensin-like peptides produced by
the myxobacteria Anaeromyxobacter dehalogenans and Stigmatella aurantiaca, demonstrated by
in silico analysis, suggests that eukaryotic defensin genes are highly conserved (Zhu, 2007).
Vertebrates express three defensin mature peptide subfamilies, defined , , and , with
sequences of 29–35, 35–45, and 18 amino acids, respectively. Defensins are synthesized as
‘prepropeptides’ which are processed to various degrees depending on the expression site.
The - and -defensins are products of distinct gene families evolved from an ancestral defensin gene that is expressed in species as ancient as venomous snakes (Selsted &
Ouellette, 2005). Defensins  and  show a similar tertiary structure with triple-stranded sheet domains, but differ by the linear spacing and disulfide pairings of their six conserved
cysteine residues. The -defensins, first observed in Macaca mulatta leukocytes, are the
product of a post-translational head-to-tail ligation of two truncated -defensins, resulting
in cyclized octadecapeptides stabilized by three disulfide bonds. They are the only known
cyclic polypeptides of mammalian origin, and are present in several species of Old World
monkeys and in orangutans but not in humans or New World primates. Although humans
express mRNA encoding -defensin orthologs, mutations that introduce stop codons into
the otherwise open reading frame of the -defensin precursors abolish the peptide
production (Penberthy et al., 2011). Defensins are directly active against a broad spectrum of
bacteria, fungi, protozoa and enveloped viruses, and indirectly concur to host defense
processes such as inflammation, angiogenesis and tissue healing (Penberthy et al., 2011).
Six -defensins encoded by five genes have been identified in humans: HNP (human
neutrophil peptide)-1 to -4, and HD (human defensin)-5 and -6. HNP-2 is a truncated form
of HNP-1 or HNP-3 peptides (Wiesner, 2010). HNP 1-4 are produced by neutrophils,
whereas HD-5 and HD-6 are synthesized and secreted by Paneth cells, a specialized form of
epithelial cells that are found at the base of the crypts of Lieberkühn in the small intestine.
On stimulation through Toll-like receptor-2, -3, and -5, neutrophils and Paneth cells release
stored -defensins to the extracellular milieu, where they exert their antimicrobial activity.
At least 33 human -defensin genes have been discovered (Schutte et al., 2002), but so far
only four human -defensins (hBD-1 to -4) have been characterized in mucosal and
epithelial cells. In addition to their antimicrobial properties, -defensins recruit immature
dendritic cells and T cells, and stimulate the maturation of antigen-presenting cells
(McCormick & Weinberg, 2010). The expression of hBD-2 increases upon stimulation of
numerous cell types with LPS or proinflammatory cytokines, whereas hBD-1 constitutive
expression is not affected (Ryan at al., 2011). Human - and -defensins contribute to
maintain a stable commensal microbiota in the intestinal tract, preventing bacterial
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overgrowth. It is hypothesized that reduced defensin concentrations compromise host
defense and predispose to ileal and colonic Crohn disease (CD) (Ramasundara et al., 2009).
Patients with ileal CD are characterized by decreased expression of Paneth cell HD-5 and -6,
whereas colonic CD is characterized by attenuated induction of -defensins. On the
contrary, in ulcerative colitis there is substantial evidence to support a significant upregulation of the inducible -defensins. Production difficulties, cell toxicity and concerns on
the possible dysregulation of the tissue cytokine milieu have so far hindered the
development of human defensins for therapeutic use (Chen H. et al., 2006; Kougias et al.,
2005; Wencker & Brantly, 2005). Therefore, the defensin most promising for medical use is
plectasin, a 40-amino acid peptide produced by the fungus Pseudoplectania nigrella (Mygind
et al., 2005). Plectasin is active against S. pneumoniae and S. aureus, including penicillinresistant strains, but weakly cytotoxic on mammalian cells. This selectivity is probably due
to its recently clarified mechanism of action, that does not involve cell membrane
disruption, but targets lipid II, a bacterial cell wall precursor (Schneider et al., 2010).
Plectasin and one of its variants, the peptide NZ2114, are currently under development by
Novozymes A/S as lead compounds to be used against vancomycin- and methicillinresistant S. aureus (Brinch et al., 2010).
The presence of remarkably intact -defensin pseudogenes in humans, and the wide
spectrum of antimicrobial activity of monkey -defensins, made these molecules the subject
of extended research, that brought to the production of the human corresponding peptides,
called ‘‘retrocyclins’’ (RCs), by using solid-phase synthetic approaches. RCs are synthetic,
humanized -defensin cyclic octadecapeptides, active against HIV and herpes and influenza
viruses, and able to neutralize anthrax toxin. RC-1, -2 and -3 prevent the entry of HIV-1 into
target cells by blocking the virus envelope-cell membrane fusion. Studies are underway to
develop RCs as local microbicides to prevent HIV-1 transmission. To this end, it has been
observed that amino acid substitutions can be introduced into the RC backbone to improve
the anti-HIV activity (Penberthy et al., 2011). RCs also have bactericidal activity, which
makes them promising candidates for further development as topical microbicides to
prevent bacterial sexually transmitted diseases. Following the observation that in eukaryotic
cells aminoglycosides induce a low level of translational misreading, which suppresses the
termination codon through the incorporation of an amino acid in its place, Venkataraman et
al. utilized aminoglycosides to induce translational read-through of the -defensin
pseudogene, which restored the expression of functional anti-HIV-1 retrocyclin peptides in
human cervicovaginal tissue models (2009). These authors suggest that the topical
application of aminoglycosides to induce the production of endogenous retrocyclins by the
vaginal mucosa might soon become an effective method to combat HIV-1 sexual
transmission. However, the field of RC applications is intended to widen, because it has
been observed that Rhesus -defensin protects mice from SARS coronavirus pulmonary
infection (Wohlford-Lenane et al., 2009), and that RC-2 protected both MDCK cells and
chicken embryos from infection by the H5N1 avian influenza virus (Liang et al., 2010). The
issue of the still prohibitive RC production cost is being addressed by Lee et al. by the use of
chloroplasts as bioreactors. These authors developed a technique based on the use of
chloroplast transformation vectors that allows the production of RC-101, a non-hemolytic
and minimally cytotoxic RC-1 analogue with good anti-HIV-1 activity, and of protegrin-1 (a
18-residue AMP discovered in porcine leukocytes, that showed potent antimicrobial activity
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against bacteria, fungi and yeasts) by tobacco chloroplasts (Lee et al., 2011). The process
allows the production of adequate quantities of purified peptides to be used in preclinical
studies. RCs share remarkable structural and functional similarity with other small hairpin
peptides of 17–18 amino acids found in diverse species. Three groups of such peptides are
gomesins, protegrins and tachyplesins/polyphemusins, which were isolated from spider
hemocytes (Silva et al., 2000), porcine leukocytes (Storici & Zanetti, 1993), and horseshoe
crab hemocytes (Nakamura et al., 1988), respectively. Gomesins, -hairpin peptides
consisting of 18 amino acids with two disulfide bridges, are active against fungi, bacteria,
protozoan parasites and tumor cells (Moreira et al., 2007; Rodrigues et al., 2008). Protegrins
are cysteine-rich, 18-residue -hairpin peptides with 2 disulfide bridges, and show potent
broad-spectrum activity that targets bacteria, filamentous fungi, yeast cells, and HIV-1
(Bulet et al., 2004; Cole & Waring, 2002). Tachyplesins are 17–18 amino acid peptides with a
C-terminal alpha-amide group that forms a rigid 2-stranded anti-parallel -sheet structure
connected by a -turn. Natural tachyplesins exhibit potent antibacterial and antifungal
activity and modest anti-HIV activity, but unfortunately they lyse human erythrocytes
(Penberthy et al., 2011).

3. Cathelicidins
Cathelicidin discovery can be traced back to the isolation of an antimicrobial disulfidecontaining cyclic dodecapeptide from bovine neutrophils (Romeo et al., 1988), soon
followed by the purification of two additional peptides, designated bactenecins (after the
Latin words ‘bacterium necare’), and of conserved similar proteins in other species (Zanetti,
2005). The term ‘cathelicidins’ was proposed in 1995 to acknowledge the evolutionary
relationship of the novel protein family to cathelin, a protein originally isolated from
porcine neutrophils as an inhibitor of cathepsin L, and it is used to denote holoproteins
containing a conserved N-terminal cathelin-like domain of 99-114 residues linked to a
heterogenic C-terminal antimicrobial domain of 12-100 residues (Zhu, 2008). The C-terminal
peptides exert direct and/or indirect antimicrobial activity following their cleavage from the
holoprotein (Zanetti, 2005).
3.1 Mammalian cathelicidins
Cathelicidins have been found in every mammal examined, with substantial interspecies
variation in the number of members. The only human cathelicidin so far identified, also
defined human cationic antimicrobial peptide-18 (hCAP18), has been isolated from
neutrophils in 1995, and its expression has been successively observed in skin, mucous
epithelia, wound and blister fluid, and in seminal plasma (Zanetti, 2005). The coding gene is
located on chromosome 3, and its expression is both constitutive (in sweat gland cells) and
inducible by vitamin D3, LPS and butyric acid (in colonic epithelial cells) (White, 2010).
Unlike neutrophil defensins, which are fully processed to mature peptides before storage in
the azurophil granules, human cathelicidin is present as propeptide in the specific granules
and is cleaved after secretion to generate the antimicrobial peptide LL-37, a cationic 37
amino acid AMP bearing tandem N-terminal leucine residues. There is evidence that within
the same organism cathelicidins are processed by different proteases in different
physiological contexts: in humans, the activation of neutrophil-derived hCAP18/LL-37 is
carried out by the serine protease proteinase 3, whereas epididymal-derived hCAP18 in
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seminal plasma is cleaved by the prostate-derived protease gastricsin (pepsin C) in the
presence of vaginal fluid at low pH (Zanetti, 2005). LL-37 has a stable -helical structure and
kills bacteria by cell membrane disruption. Moreover, it binds LPS with high affinity,
inhibiting LPS-induced cellular responses, and prevents macrophage activation by
lipoteichoic acid and lipoarabinomannan (Scott et al., 2002). LL-37 also inhibits mycobacteria
and induces a Toll-like receptor-mediated killing of M. tuberculosis by monocytes (MéndezSamperio, 2010). It has been shown that LL-37 is expressed by human epithelial cells in
inflammatory environments such as wound healing, but it is also present in significant
amounts in sweat, thus providing an innate anti-microbial defense system to the skin
surface under non-inflammatory conditions (Murakami et al., 2002). LL-37 is constitutively
expressed in gut epithelium and in lung alveolar macrophages and neutrophils. However,
native LL-37 is hemolytic and toxic to human leukocytes. In vivo, LL-37 cytotoxic effects are
inhibited by its binding to plasma proteins, but the binding also lowers antimicrobial
efficacy (Ciornei et al., 2005). Considering LL-37 multifunctional activity, further
investigation is needed to better define its biological properties and its possible therapeutic
applications in the fields of immunomodulation and bacterial control. The future of
cathelicidins relies on the ability to design synthetic more effective and less toxic variants
(Mookherjee & Hancock, 2007). Significant achievements in this field could be not too far,
considering that a synthetic 13-amino acid peptide, IDR-1, conceptually based on LL-37,
with no direct antimicrobial activity, protects against bacterial infections in vivo by inducing
chemokine production and enhancing leukocyte recruitment (Scott et al., 2007). An IDR-1
derivative, IDR-1002, showed stronger protective activity in vitro and in mouse models of
infection with S. aureus and E. coli (Nijnik et al., 2010). Another promising new molecule
currently under investigation is novicidin, a linear cationic -helical AMP derived from
ovispirin, a cationic peptide originated from the ovine cathelicidin SMAP-29 (Dorosz et al.,
2010). A bovine cathelicidin with broad-spectrum activity, termed indolicidin, was
originally isolated from bovine neutrophils (Selsted et al., 1992). Indolicidin is a 13-residue
cationic peptide rich in tryptophan and proline, with a significant leishmanicidal activity,
mediated by the disruption of L. donovani promastigotes and induction of autophagic cell
death (Bera et al., 2003). It is also active against bacteria, fungi, and HIV, but its cytotoxicity
prevents its use for therapeutic purposes (Rokitskaya et al., 2011). Less toxic derivatives
such as omiganan (MBI-226), a 12-residue, indolicidin-based peptide variant, are currently
under development (Rubinchik et al., 2009). This molecule, active on a wide range of
bacteria and fungi, is currently undergoing confirmatory Phase III clinical trials for the
prevention of infections arising from short-term central venous catheters, surgical
contaminated wounds, and for the treatment of acne and rosacea (Rubinchik et al., 2009).
3.2 Avian cathelicidins
The genes of five cathelicidins termed fowlicidin-1, -2, -3, (Xiao et al., 2005), cathelicidin-B1
(Goitsuka et al., 2007), and myeloid antimicrobial peptide 27 (van Dijk et al., 2005), have
been discovered by screening the chicken genome with bioinformatic methods. Functional
analyses indicate that the corresponding synthesized peptides are among the most
efficacious cathelicidins ever identified, with antibacterial and LPS-neutralizing activities
that make them attractive candidates as antimicrobial and anti-sepsis agents. Fowlidicin-1, 2 and -3, are highly active against both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria including
MRSA, even in the presence of salts, whilst many AMPs, as for example LL37, are
inactivated by high salt concentrations. These features could be useful in the treatment of
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cystic fibrosis and Crohn's disease, both of which are related with aberrant local expression
or inactivation of antimicrobial peptides (Saravanan & Bhattacharjya, 2011). Starting from
the consideration that fowlicidin-1 is active against bacteria in the 1 to 2 M concentration
range, has potent LPS-neutralizing activity, but is hemolytic and toxic to epithelial cells, a
fowlicidin-1 analog denominated fowl-1(6-26), is currently being developed. It maintains the
full-length peptide antibacterial and LPS-neutralizing efficacy, but following carboxylterminal amidation it is more stable in serum. The resulting peptide, fowl-1(6-26)-NH2,
reduced bacterial titers in the peritoneal fluid and spleen and improved the survival of mice
by 50% in MRSA-induced lethal infections, which makes it an excellent drug candidate
against infections and sepsis induced by drug-resistant bacteria (Bommineni et al., 2010). In
comparison with fowlicidin-1, fowlicidin-2 exhibits similar antibacterial efficacy but lower
cell toxicity. To further reduce fowlicidin-2 toxicity several deletion analogs were designed
and analyzed for their antibacterial, cytotoxic, membrane permeabilizing and LPSneutralizing activities. This work brought to the identification of 2 short peptide analogs,
fowlicidin-2(1–18) and fowlicidin-2(15–31), which maintained the antibacterial and LPSneutralizing activities, but showed a significantly reduced cytotoxicity (Xiao et al., 2009).
3.3 Snake cathelicidins
Snake venoms are composed of active substances endowed with a wide array of neurotoxic,
myotoxic, cardiotoxic, hemorrhagic, pro- and anticoagulant, antiparasitic and antibacterial
effects. The whole venom of Bothrops marajoensis, a snake of the Viperidae family, as well as
one of its purified components, i.e. L-amino acid oxidase, exhibits a strong inhibition on the
growth of a wide range of microorganisms, such as S. aureus, C. albicans, P. aeruginosa, and
Leishmania species (Costa Torres et al., 2009). The opportunities offered by the recent
development of bioinformatic techniques have been exploited to identify the genes with
AMP-related sequences expressed in venom gland tissues. Three cathelicidins from the
elapid species Naja atra (Chinese cobra), Bungarus fasciatus (banded krait) and Ophiophagus
hannah (king cobra) have been identified by molecular cloning (Zhao et al., 2008).
Phylogenetic analysis suggests that snake cathelicidins are closely related to rodent
neutrophilic granule proteins, avian fowlicidins and chicken myeloid antimicrobial peptide
27. Unlike the highly divergent mammalian cathelicidins, the nucleotide and deduced
protein sequences of the three cloned elapid cathelicidins are remarkably conserved. Each of
them has a 22 amino acid residue signal peptide, a conserved cathelin domain of 135 amino
acids and a mature antimicrobial peptide of 34 amino acids. In order to explore the
structure–function relationships relative to the bactericidal and hemolytic activities, king
cobra cathelicidin (OH-CATH) has been used as a molecular template to develop shorter
synthetic analogs. Among OH-CATH and its analogs, OH-CATH(5–34) has the lowest
hemolytic activity but maintains a strong antimicrobial activity. To evaluate its potential
clinic values, the biological activities of OH-CATH(5–34) have been compared with those of
pexiganan, a well-known phase III AMP derived from magainin. The bactericidal activity of
OH-CATH(5–34) against 5 different species of bacteria (E. coli, P. aeruginosa, S. aureus,
Enterobacter aerogenes and E. cloacae) was 2–4 times stronger than that of pexiganan.
Hemolytic activity of OH-CATH(5–34) against human erythrocytes was 0.69% while that of
pexiganan was 16.5% at the dosage of 200 g/ml. The intravenous LD50 value of OHCATH(5–34) on mice was 7-fold higher than that of pexiganan (175 mg/kg vs 25 mg/kg).
Taken together, these results suggest that OH-CATH(5–34) can be considered an excellent
candidate for developing therapeutic drugs (Zhang et al., 2010).
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4. Epithelial host defense peptides
Healthy intact skin controls microbial growth by the combined action of complementary
systems. The stratum corneum layer, with its lipid-rich matrix and protective low pH,
constitutes a physical and chemical barrier further supported by bacterial nutrient limitation
and physical removal by desquamation. A wide array of bacteriostatic and bactericidal
compounds belonging to the HDP family concurs to the prevention of skin infections by
inhibiting potentially invading microorganisms and maintaining a balanced commensal
flora on the skin. Once this biochemical barrier is disturbed, bacteria or bacterial factors
have access to living epidermal keratinocytes and stimulate the innate immune response
that goes under the name of inflammation (Meyer-Hoffert et al., 2011). In human skin HDPs
are mainly produced by keratinocytes, neutrophils, sebocytes or sweat glands and are either
expressed constitutively or following an inflammatory stimulus. The relevance of HDPs in
the skin physiology and pathology is underlined by the fact that in several human skin
diseases there is an inverse correlation between severity of the disease and the level of HDP
production. Decreased HDP levels are associated with burns, chronic wounds, and atopic
dermatitis. In contrast, in some cases HDP over-expression is believed to lead to increased
protection against skin infections as seen in patients with psoriasis and rosacea, whose
lesions rarely result in bacterial superinfection. In skin infections, such as acne vulgaris,
increased levels of HDPs can be found in inflamed tissues, indicating a role of these
peptides in the immune reaction to infection. The broad spectrum of antimicrobial activity,
the low incidence of bacterial resistance and the immunomodulatory function are attractive
features that suggest a high HDP potential as topical anti-infective drugs in several skin
diseases (Schittek et al., 2008). The best studied among skin-related antibacterials are some
members of the already treated defensin (hBD-1-3) and cathelicidin (LL-37) families, and a
number of heterogeneous factors, such as psoriasin, dermcidin, RNase 7, and peptidoglycan
recognition proteins.
4.1 Psoriasin
Psoriasin is a low molecular weight protein that owes its name to the fact of being intensely
expressed by the keratinocytes of patients with psoriasis (Madsen et al., 1991). After cloning
of the cDNA, the 11,457 kDa protein was classified in the S100 protein family, that so far
includes 21 low molecular weight (9–13 kDa) calcium-binding proteins characterized by the
solubility in 100 % ammonium sulphate, from which is derived the name of the family. S100
proteins regulate many epithelial cell functions such as intracellular Ca2+ signaling,
differentiation, cell-cycle progression, cytoskeletal membrane interactions, and leukocyte
chemotaxis (McCormick & Weinberg, 2010). Psoriasin antibacterial activity was discovered
in 2005 (Glaser et al., 2005). The abundance of psoriasin on human skin together with its
high antimicrobial activity against E. coli suggest that psoriasin may be an important factor
in controlling E. coli growth on the skin surface. The physiological role of psoriasin in
protecting the skin against E. coli colonization and infection has been confirmed by in vivo
experiments with neutralizing antibodies. These experiments performed on the skin of
various healthy people identified psoriasin as a principal E. coli–killing factor. Subsequent
studies in cultured human keratinocytes identified flagellin, a Toll-like receptor-5 ligand, as
the E. coli ‘‘pathogen-associated molecular pattern’’ responsible for the expression of
psoriasin mRNA and protein. It has been observed that the production of psoriasin in
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human skin can also be induced by P. aeruginosa flagellin and rhamnolipids (Meyer-Hoffert
et al., 2011). Indeed, P. aeruginosa is another ubiquitous bacterium that is however not
usually present on healthy skin. These studies suggest that human skin might control the
microflora to prevent colonization of the skin surface by unwanted microbes. Psoriasin is a
metal ion-binding protein with a Ca2+ and Zn2+ binding capacity. Experiments aimed to
clarify the mechanism of its antibacterial action demonstrated that in low concentrations (0.5
M) psoriasin kills 90 % of all exposed E. coli. In higher doses (> 30 M) psoriasin is
bactericidal against P. aeruginosa and S. aureus, also. It seems that the mechanism of
antibacterial action is mediated by zinc deprivation, zinc being an essential trace element for
bacterial metabolism. Correspondingly, mutation experiments with recombinant psoriasin
confirmed that zinc but not calcium binding is of significance for antibacterial activity
(Glaser et al., 2005). Further, it was recently reported that psoriasin at pH values under 6 can
also induce the formation of pores in the bacterial membrane (Glaser et al., 2011). The
production by normal human keratinocytes of antimicrobial peptides, such as -defensin-2
and -3, RNase 7, and psoriasin may be induced by ultraviolet radiation (Glaser et al., 2009).
It is known that exposure to UV rays, especially of the B-waveband (UV-B, 280–315 nm),
may suppress both systemic and local immune responses to a variety of antigens, and to
several microorganisms (Termorshuizen et al., 2002). These findings suggest that UV-B
irradiation suppresses T-cell–mediated immune responses but up-regulates the innate
immune response by inducing the release of antimicrobial peptides.
4.2 Dermcidin
Dermcidin (DCD) is a human HDP isolated from sweat in 2001 (Schittek et al., 2001). It
participates in the defense of the cutaneous surface, being constitutively secreted by eccrine
sweat glands, but its expression has not been observed in epidermal keratinocytes of healthy
skin, and it is not inducible by skin injury or inflammation. To date, DCD gene and mature
peptide have been identified in humans only, and they show no homology to other known
AMPs. Full length DCD consists of 110 amino acid residues with an N-terminal 19 amino
acids signal peptide that is the hallmark of secreted proteins. In the sweat fluid, the DCD
protein is cleaved by means of a post-secretory cathepsin D-mediated proteolytic process,
giving rise to anionic and cationic peptides, two of which are recognized as the real effectors
of the antimicrobial activity. A C-terminal 47 amino acid peptide corresponding to aa 63-109
of the originally translated product, named DCD-1, and a related peptide, DCD-1L,
consisting of DCD-1 plus the last leucine (L) residue of the original precursor protein, have
been identified in the sweat (Lai YP. et al., 2005). These peptides possess a potent and widespectrum antimicrobial activity against S. aureus, E. coli, Enterococcus faecalis, Listeria
monocytogenes, Salmonellae, Pseudomonas and Candida albicans (Hata & Gallo, 2008; Pathak et
al., 2009). By means of nuclear magnetic resonance it has been established that DCD-1 has an
-helical structure with a helix-hinge-helix motif, which is a common molecular fold among
antimicrobial peptides (Jung et al., 2010). It seems that the affinity with which DCD-1 binds
to bacterial-mimetic membranes is primarily dependent on its amphipathic -helical
structure and its length (>30 residues), whereas its negative net charge and acidic isoelectric
point have little effect on binding. These findings suggest that the DCD mode of action is
similar to that of other membrane-targeting antimicrobial peptides, though the details of its
antimicrobial action remain to be determined. Using immune electron microscopy, it has
been shown that DCD-1 antimicrobial activity originates with its binding to the bacterial
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membrane, and that the molecule effectively kills S. epidermidis. DCD-1L shows stronger
antimicrobial activity than the parent peptide, and it is highly effective against drugresistant S. aureus, as well as other Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial strains (Jung
et al., 2010). The mechanisms by which DCD-derived peptides kill bacteria are still unclear.
Bactericidal activity is time-dependent and induce bacterial membrane depolarization.
However, these molecules do not induce pore formation in the membranes of Gramnegative and Gram-positive bacteria. Interestingly, LL-37, as well as DCD-derived peptides,
inhibit bacterial macromolecular synthesis, especially RNA and protein synthesis, without
binding to microbial DNA or RNA. Binding studies indicate that DCD-derived peptides
bind to the bacterial envelope but show only a weak binding to lipopolysaccharide from
Gram-negative bacteria or to peptidoglycan, lipoteichoic acid, and wall teichoic acid,
isolated from S. aureus. In contrast, LL-37 binds strongly in a dose-dependent fashion to
these components. These data indicate that the mode of action of DCD-derived peptides is
different from that of the cathelicidin LL-37 and that components of the bacterial
membranes play a role in the antimicrobial activity of DCD (Senyurek et al., 2009). Being a
non-inducible factor, DCD contributes to the epithelial defense by modulating the surface
colonization rather than by responding to injury and inflammation as is the case of the
inducible peptides hBD-2 and -3, or LL-37 and psoriasin. Modulation and control of the
skin-resident flora may be achieved by two types of effects: the non-specific prevention of
microbial overgrowth on the skin surface, and the more specific prevention of skin
colonization by pathogenic microorganisms, thereby establishing a host-friendly resident
flora (Rieg et al., 2004). It appears that DCD could be the first of a new class of potential
broad-spectrum antimicrobial drugs. In order to obtain large quantities of highly purified
peptide for experimental use, it has been developed a method for the production of
recombinant DCD-1L, in which it is expressed as a fusion protein, followed by enzymatic
cleavage to release the active peptide. Recombinant DCD-1L is not cytotoxic against
erythrocytes when assayed in PBS. This is supposed to be due to the presence of negatively
charged sialic acid on the erythrocytes, that would electrostatically repel DCD-1L, which
also has a net negative charge. This favorable condition suggests that it is of noteworthy
potential as a therapeutic substance in clinical settings (Lai YP. et al., 2005).
4.3 Ribonuclease 7
RNase 7 was discovered as part of a broad screening protocol aimed at identifying
antimicrobial agents in human skin (Harder & Schroder, 2002). Successively, it has been
discovered that it is also expressed by various epithelial tissues, especially in the respiratory
and genitourinary tract. It is a highly cationic protein that shares a potent antibacterial
activity with another member of the human RNase A superfamily, the eosinophil-derived
RNase denominated ECP (eosinophil cationic protein/RNase 3). ECP possesses bactericidal,
antiviral and antiparasitic activities and inhibits mammalian cell growth. Its ribonucleolytic
activity with common RNA substrates is low and does not appear to be necessary for the
antibacterial capacity. The finding that RNase 7 exhibited both antimicrobial and
ribonuclease activity gave rise to the speculation that the enzymatic activity is involved in
microbial killing. However, although the mechanisms involved in the antimicrobial
properties of RNase 7 are not completely understood, its bactericidal activity has been
linked to its capacity to permeate and disrupt the bacterial membrane, independent of its
RNase activity (Spencer, 2011). RNase 7 is currently considered a major component of the
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antimicrobial protein and peptide group that constitutes the biochemical skin barrier (Boix
& Nogués, 2007), being active in the low micromolar concentration range against S. aureus,
P. aeruginosa, Propionibacterium acnes, and C. albicans (Spencer, 2011). The hypothesis that
RNase 7 may play an important role in the cutaneous antimicrobial defense system is
further supported by the observation that contact of keratinocytes with bacteria induces
RNase 7 gene expression, a finding that is in agreement with what is known for other
epithelial antimicrobial proteins like the human defensins hBD-2, hBD-3, and hBD-4. Of
particular interest is RNase 7 activity against vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus faecium. This
potent antimicrobial activity supports the idea that RNase 7 might be a useful agent to treat
the emerging infections caused by this and other multiresistant bacteria.
4.4 Peptidoglycan recognition proteins
The definition “peptidoglycan recognition protein”(PGRP) was first introduced in 1996 to
indicate a 19 kDa protein, present in the hemolymph and cuticle of a silkworm (Bombyx
mori), that binds the peptidoglycan of Gram-positive bacteria and activates the
prophenoloxidase cascade which generates melanin (Yoshida et al., 1996). Subsequently,
many other similar molecules have been identified and added to the PGRP group, that
includes conserved lectin-like proteins present in insects, mollusks, echinoderms, and
vertebrates, but not in nematodes or plants. Mammals express a family of 4 PGRPs, which
were initially named PGRP-S, PGRP-L, PGRP-I- and PGRP-I- (for short, long and
intermediate- and - transcripts, respectively), analogous to insect PGRPs. These names
were changed by the Human Genome Organization Gene Nomenclature Committee to
PGLYRP-1, PGLYRP-2, PGLYRP-3, and PGLYRP-4, respectively. This terminology is also
used for mouse PGRPs, and is now in use to selectively indicate vertebrate PGRPs. Both
invertebrate and vertebrate PGRPs function as pattern recognition and effector molecules
in innate immunity. All PGRP proteins have at least one C-terminal PGRP domain about
165 amino-acid residues long, that is homologous to the bacteriophage and bacterial type
2 amidases. This homology indicates that PGRPs and prokaryotic type 2 amidases might
have evolved from a common primordial ancestor gene. Almost all PGRPs have two
closely spaced, conserved Cys residues in the centre of the PGRP domain that form a
disulphide bond, which is required for PGRP structural integrity and activity.
Mammalian PGLYRPs are differentially expressed in various organs and tissues and
perform both amidase and antibacterial activity. PGLYRP-1 is present in the granules of
the polymorphonuclear leukocytes, and contributes to the killing of phagocytosed
bacteria. PGLYRP-2, which is constitutively produced in the liver and secreted into the
blood, is also induced in the skin and intestines. It is an N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine
amidase that hydrolyzes peptidoglycan reducing its proinflammatory activity. PGLYRP-3
has direct bactericidal activity and is expressed in the skin, eyes, tongue, esophagus,
stomach, and intestines. PGLYRP-4 and the PGLYRP-3:4 dimer also have direct
bactericidal activity in the same tissues; PGLYRP-4 is also expressed in the salivary gland,
mucus-secreting glands in the throat and in saliva (Dziarski & Gupta, 2006). It has been
demonstrated that the bactericidal activity of human PGLYRP-1, PGLYRP-3, PGLYRP-4,
and PGLYRP-3:4 against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria requires zinc
(Wang M. et al., 2007). A previously unknown mechanism of bacterial killing by PGRPs
has been recently elucidated by Kashyap et al., (2011). In Gram-positive bacteria, to
perform their action PGRPs need to pass through the thick cell wall and bind
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peptidoglycan near the cell membrane. This can be accomplished only at the separation
sites of newly formed daughter cells during cell division. The binding induces the
activation of the bacterial CssR-CssS two-component system, which triggers bacterial
killing by inducing membrane depolarization and the production of toxic [OH]• in the
cytoplasm. This process is accompanied by the cessation of all major intracellular
biosynthetic reactions, probably because of the lack of membrane potential–dependent
generation of energy. Due to the different external structure of Gram-negative bacteria, in
which a thin peptidoglycan layer is covered by a lipopolysaccharide-containing outer
membrane, the initial interaction of PGRPs with Gram-negative bacteria is different. The
analysis of the localization of PGRPs in E. coli by immunofluorescence and confocal
microscopy demonstrated that the entire E. coli outer membrane uniformly binds PGRPs
at all stages of growth, in contrast to the described selective localization of PGRPs to cell
separation sites in Gram-positive bacteria. Following the binding to the outer membrane,
the CpxA-CpxR two-component system, functionally homologous to the CssR-CssS
system of Gram-positive bacteria, is activated. The CssR-CssS and CpxA-CpxR systems
are designed to detect and dispose of extracellular misfolded bacterial proteins at the cell
membrane–cell wall interface, after these proteins have been exported from the cell, and
in Gram-negative bacteria CpxA-CpxR also detects proteins in the outer membrane.
Notwithstanding the difference between the initial interaction mechanism, the killing
mechanism of PGRPs seems common for all bacteria and depends on the activation of the
protein-sensing two-component systems. These two-component systems can therefore be
considered appealing targets for the development of new antibacterial therapies. PGRPs
could be used as a basis for the design of shorter molecules that would maintain the
broad-spectrum bactericidal activity of natural factors, but would be more convenient in
terms of immunogenicity and production costs.

5. Amphibian host defense peptides
The skin of amphibia Anura (frogs and toads) is one of the richest reservoir of biologically
active peptides. These HDPs are produced by dermal glands, stored within granules and
released on the skin surface upon stress, injury, or electrical or norepinephrine stimulation.
Their synthesis is induced by contact with microorganisms and is transcriptionally regulated
by the NF-jB/IjBa machinery (Mangoni & Shai, 2011). These peptides constitute a rich arsenal
of broad-spectrum, cytolytic AMPs characterized by highly variable sequences (Vanhoye et al.,
2003). It is estimated that there may be as many as 105 different peptides produced by the
known 5000 species of anuran amphibians, and more than 400 have been already identified
from South American Hylidae or European, Asian or North American Ranidae amphibians
(Nicolas & El Amri, 2008). Therefore, the main work still concerns the screening and
identification of the most useful factors. The structural characteristics of some amphibian
peptides are interesting for their potential implications in the mechanism of antimicrobial
activity. A class of structurally unique molecules, still in the characterization phase, contains
an intermolecular disulphide bridge in the C-terminal portion of the peptide that creates a 7–9
residue macrocyclic region, sometimes referred to as the “Rana box”. Many of these peptides
originate from frogs belonging to the Rana genus and examples include esculentins, brevinins,
ranacyclins, ranalexins, gaegurins, ranateurins and nigrocins (Haney et al., 2009). Here we
focus on four families that include some of the better known and most representative peptides,
namely magainins, dermaseptins, bombinins and temporins.
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5.1 Magainins and magainin-related peptides
Magainin-1 and -2 are the first AMPs isolated from the skin of the African clawed frog
Xenopus laevis (Zasloff et al., 1987). Because they were among the first identified
antimicrobial peptides, there has been considerable research associated with magainin
structure and mechanism of action. Magainins are 23 amino acid peptides with -helical
structure. Following the observation that magainin-2 possesses broad spectrum antibacterial
and antifungal activity, many synthetic analogs have been developed in order to maximize
the antimicrobial effects and minimize cytotoxicity. Magainin-A, a magainin-2 analog,
underwent preclinical evaluation studies on Macaca radiata monkeys as local contraceptive,
showing good spermicidal, antibacterial and antifungal activity (Clara et al., 2004), but has
not been further developed. An extensive structure-activity investigation on magainin 2,
performed by Zasloff and co-workers of Magainin Pharmaceuticals, resulted in the
development of MSI-78 or pexiganan, a molecule that entered clinical trials for topical
treatment of diabetic foot ulcers. In 1999 the FDA denied approval of pexiganan after
completion of two phase III clinical trials, in which pexiganan resulted no more effective
than already approved treatments for diabetic foot ulcers, and required addition clinical
trials for consideration. Following successive acquisitions, pexiganan is by now being
developed by Access Pharmaceuticals Inc. Improvements in clinical trial design, greater
understanding of diabetic foot ulcers and topical anti-infective treatments, and advances in
peptide manufacturing keep hopes alive regarding the potential FDA approval of pexiganan
(Gottler & Ramamoorthy, 2009).
A new peptide that is not a magainin, but is often included in the magainin family, is
peptidyl-glycine-leucine-carboxyamide (PGLa), whose existence was predicted through the
screening of a c-DNA library for clones encoding the precursor of caerulein (Hoffmann et
al., 1983), when searching in amphibian skin secretions for peptides closely related to
mammalian hormones and neurotransmitters. In this study it was concluded that this
peptide could form a membrane-active amphipathic helix similar to peptides with
bacteriostatic, cytotoxic and/or lytic properties. The natural PGLa counterpart was isolated
two years later from the skin secretions of X. laevis by the same group (Andreu et al., 1985).
At neutral pH this peptide has a positive net charge of 5 because of the four lysine residues
and the amino group at the N-terminal glycine. It also has an amidated C-terminus that
provides good resistance to proteases (Lohner & Prossnigg, 2009). PGLa showed good in
vitro activity against E. coli, S. aureus, and S. pyogenes in the concentration range of 10-50
g/ml, and was also active, but at higher concentrations, against P. aeruginosa (200-500
g/ml), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (100-200 g/ml), and C. albicans (100-200 g/ml) (Soravia et
al., 1988). PGLa activity has been also tested in vitro against Plasmodium falciparum, at a
concentration range of 20-60 M (Boman et al., 1989). However, the peptide with the
greatest potential for development into a therapeutically valuable anti-infective agent is by
some considered the caerulein precursor fragment B1 (CPF-B1) (Mechkarska et al., 2010).
Caerulein is a short peptide whose amino acid sequence shows a close resemblance to the
mammalian gastrointestinal hormone gastrin. It was originally isolated from the skin of the
Australian frog Hyla caerulea (De Caro et al., 1967). The structure of the caerulein precursor
extracted from the X. laevis skin has been determined in 1985 (Wakabayashi et al., 1985).
CPF-B1 is one of four CPF fragments (CPF-B1 -B4) that can be found in the skin secretions
obtained from the norepinephrine-stimulated skin of the tetraploid frog Xenopus borealis
(Pipidae). CPF-B1 is the most abundant fragment and is active against clinical isolates of the
nosocomial pathogen MRSA and multidrug-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii with MIC
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values in the range 4–8 μM. It is also active against E. coli (MIC=5 μM) and C. albicans
(MIC=25 μM), and shows low hemolytic activity on human erythrocytes. The high potency
of CPF-B1 against MRSA and multidrug-resistant A. baumannii, together with its low toxicity
suggest that the peptide could be used for the topical treatment of skin infections caused by
these pathogens and in therapeutic regimes to promote wound healing (Mechkarska et al.,
2010).
5.2 Dermaseptins
Dermaseptins are genetically related -helical amphipathic AMPs 28-34 amino acid-long,
with 3-6 lysine residues, and a highly conserved tryptophan residue in the third position
from the C-terminus residue (Zairi et al., 2007). Dermaseptins are present in the skin of
Hylidae and Ranidae frogs. They show a remarkable identity in the signal sequences of their
preproforms, but have clearly diverged to yield several families of microbicidal cationic
peptides that are structurally distinct (Amiche & Galanth, 2011). Dermaseptin S1, the first
member of the dermaseptin family to be discovered, was isolated from an extract of dried
skin of Phyllomedusa sauvagei in the early 1990s (Mor et al., 1991). It was followed by the
isolation of dermaseptin B2, also denominated adenoregulin for its ability to interact with
the adenosine receptor, from the skin of the arboreal frog P. bicolor (Daly et al., 1992).
Subsequently, dermaseptin B1, a 27-residue peptide, was also isolated from P. bicolor skin
(Mor et al., 1994). These last 2 peptides were thought to be unrelated until attempts to clone
their precursor polypeptides revealed the presence of a common preproregion and 5′- and
3′-UTRs (Amiche et al., 1993). Since then, additional dermaseptins were rapidly identified in
various South American species and now constitute the dermaseptin super-family. Basic
research on dermaseptins is of relevance because genetic studies on the evolution and
diversity of frog skin AMPs may lead to the identification of new peptides with alternative
targets. In addition, the discovery of new isoforms with novel structural and biochemical
properties may also shed light on the exact roles of various parameters, such as net charge,
percent of -helical/ -sheet structure, amphipathy and conformational flexibility, on the
ability of antimicrobial peptides to bind to and disrupt bacterial membranes (Nicolas & El
Amri, 2008). Dermaseptin antimicrobial activity is currently being characterized and analogs
are being developed. Dermaseptin S4 analogs are active against Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Zairi
et al., 2007) and 15 analogs of dermaseptin S1, synthesized by our group, showed variable
activity against Trichomonas vaginalis, Herpes simplex virus-1 and human Papillomavirus 16
(Savoia et al., 2008, 2010). These properties, coupled with the already demonstrated
spermicidal activity of dermaseptins S, suggest that dermaseptins, as well as magainins,
alone or even better in combination, could be used as topical contraceptives and
microbicides to contemporarily prevent unwanted conceptions and sexually transmitted
diseases.
5.2.1 Plasticins
Plasticins constitute a family of orthologous peptides with antimicrobial activity classified in
the dermaseptin superfamily. They are quite similar as far as amino acid sequence,
hydrophobicity, and amphipathicity are concerned, but differ markedly in their
conformational plasticity and spectrum of activity (Vanhoye et al., 2003). The plasticins from
phyllomedusid frogs of the Hylidae family may be divided into two classes on the basis of
their cytolytic activities: the strongly cationic peptides plasticin-B1 (from P. bicolor) and -S1
(from P. sauvagei) that contain lysine residues and show potent, broad spectrum
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antimicrobial activity and hemolytic activity; and the weakly cationic or neutral plasticins
(plasticin-A1, from Agalychnis annae, plasticin -C1 and -C2 from A. callidryas, and plasticinDA1 from Pachymedusa danicolor), that are hemolytic but devoid of antibacterial activity
(Conlon et al., 2009). Plasticin-L1, more recently isolated from the South American frog
Leptodactylus laticeps, falls into the second category and is devoid of cytolytic activity against
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. However, in contrast to the other plasticins, it
does not produce lysis of human erythrocytes at concentrations up to 500 M (Conlon et al.,
2009). The plasticin peptide family constitutes a good model to address the relationships
between structural polymorphism, membrane-interacting property, and biological activity
of antimicrobial, cell-penetrating, and viral fusion peptides (El Amri & Nicolas, 2008).
Unlike amphipathic helical dermaseptins, plasticins display considerable conformational
flexibility and polymorphism that modulate their ability to bind to and disrupt the bilayer
membranes of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, and/or to reach intracellular targets
(Nicolas & El Amri, 2008).
5.3 Bombinins and temporins
In the 1960s, Csordas and Michl published a series of papers that culminated in 1970 with a
report on the characterization of a hemolytic and antibacterial peptide 24 amino acid long,
isolated from the European toad Bombina variegata (Csordás & Michl, 1970). This peptide,
called “bombinin,” shares many of its general structural features with the larger group of
magainins. A series of peptides from the skin of a closely related amphibian, Bombina
orientalis (or Asian toad) has been subsequently isolated and characterized (Zangger et al.,
2008). These peptides share considerable homology with bombinin and are called bombininlike peptides, or BLPs, and were found to possess potent antibacterial activities but, unlike
bombinin, lack any appreciable hemolytic activity. Other peptides, structurally unrelated
with previously discovered bombinins and containing a D-amino acid as the second residue,
are the bombinins H, endowed with both antibacterial and hemolytic properties (hence the
final –H) that were isolated from B. variegata skin (Mignogna et al. 1993). The expression of
the genes encoding the common precursor for bombinins and bombinin H has been shown
to be induced by bacterial infection in vivo as well as in vitro (Miele et al., 1998). Remarkably,
after processing of the precursor, bombinin H is further modified by a recently characterized
peptidyl-aminoacyl-L/D-isomerase that catalyses the inversion of the stereochemistry of the
second amino terminal residue (Jilek et al., 2011; Zangger et al., 2008).
The first molecule belonging to the temporin family was identified in methanol extracts of
the skin of the Asian frog Rana erythraea. In the early 1990s, Simmaco et al. identified a
family of similar peptides with antibacterial and antifungal properties from the skin
secretion of the European red frog Rana temporaria and termed them temporins (Mahalka et
al., 2009; Simmaco et al., 1996). Subsequently, many other temporins have been isolated
from the secretions of other ranid frogs of both North American and Euroasian origin. At
present, the temporin family includes more than 100 members, which share a number of
unique properties, such as: i) a short amino acid sequence, that favors cost-efficient chemical
synthesis: most temporins are 10–14 amino acid long, with a few 16–17 amino acids
exceptions, and an ultrashort temporin of only eight amino acid residues, that represents the
smallest naturally occurring linear AMP so far identified, has been isolated from the skin of
the frog Phelophylax saharica (Abbassi et al., 2010); ii) a low positive charge ranging from +2
to +3 at neutral pH (in contrast with most AMPs belonging to other families, which usually
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have a higher net positive charge); iii) high efficiency against a wide range of pathogens,
that is retained in serum, and concomitant low or null toxicity to mammalian cells; iv) at
least in some cases, immuno-modulatory and/or antiendotoxin activity (Mangoni & Shai,
2011). Temporins exhibit antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral and antiprotozoan activities.
Their potent action against Gram-positive bacteria, including methicillin-resistant strains, is
of particular interest, because a synergistic action of the temporin A-methicillin association
has been observed in a rat model of infection with methicillin-resistant S. epidermidis
(Ghiselli et al., 2002). Temporin-1Tl has a higher and broader spectrum of activity than the
other isoforms, being active against fungi and Gram-negative bacteria such as P. aeruginosa
and E. coli, but it disrupts human erythrocytes at microbicidal concentrations (Mangoni et
al., 2011). Temporins-1Ta, Tb, and Tl have been shown to neutralize the toxic effect of LPS
derived from various species of E. coli, by complexing with it and making it unavailable for
interaction with macrophage receptors to stimulate the production of TNF- , considered a
primary mediator of endotoxemia (Mangoni & Shai, 2008). Owing to their characteristics,
temporins are considered worth of further development. In this perspective, by studying the
structure-activity relationship of a library of Tl derivatives, Mangoni and co-workers
identified novel analogues with better properties that could be used for future
developments (Mangoni et al., 2011).

6. Insect host defense peptides: Defensins and cecropins
Insects such as moths, flies and bees rely on a wide array of humoral peptidic factors to
defend themselves against potential pathogens. A recently identified family of peptides
isolated from the Apis mellifera royal jelly is represented by the jelleins. These are composed
of 8–9 amino acids, are amidated at the C-terminus and bear a +2 charge (Romanelli et al.,
2010). While these molecules are still in the characterization phase, the research on insect
defensin went a little further. The core structure of invertebrate defensins is composed of an
-helical domain linked to a two-stranded antiparallel -sheet with three or four disulphide
bonds forming the so-called cysteine-stabilized -helix -sheet motif. Some antifungal
peptides like drosomycin from Drosophila melanogaster contain an additional short Nterminal -strand, so presenting a -scaffold that is similar to that of antifungal plant
defensins (Wilmes et al., 2011). Royalisin, an insect defensin isolated from the royal jelly of
A. mellifera (Fujiwara et al., 1990), consists of 51 amino acids, in which six cysteine residues
form three disulfide bonds that give the molecule a compact globular structure. Royalisin
inhibits the growth of Gram-positive bacteria and fungi and is particularly active against the
honeybee pathogen Paenibacillus larvae larvae, that causes American foulbrood, a serious
disease found in honeybee larvae (Bilikova et al., 2001). Recombinant and functionally active
royalisin has been recently obtained with a yield of the final purified product in the range of
0.192 mg/L of bacterial cell culture. Considering that the substance shows antibacterial
activity at the 1–27 g/ml concentration range, this breakthrough makes it possible to
proceed to an extensive characterization of royalisin for both beekeeping and human
therapeutic purposes (Tseng et al., 2011).
6.1 Cecropins
Cecropins are lytic peptides that possess antibacterial activity in vitro, originally isolated
from the hemolymph of the giant silk moth Hyalophora cecropia (Hultmark et al., 1980). The
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killing is mediated by membrane permeabilization, with a detergent-like effect
accompanied by pore formation (Bechinger & Lohner, 2006). Cecropin specificity of action
relies upon the differences in the composition and physicochemical properties of germ
and host cell membranes. Pore formation is easily achieved in bacterial membranes rich in
anionic phospholipids, but not in animal cell membranes, rich in neutral phospholipids
and further stabilized by cholesterol. Cecropins are considered worth of further
development because they show a well demonstrated biological activity and consist of a
single polypeptide chain well suited for economical production through recombinant
DNA technology or peptide synthesis. Cecropin-like peptides are currently being
developed following different strategies to improve antimicrobial and anticancer activity
and diminish cytotoxicity (Plunkett et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009). Based on the assumption
that lysozyme is inactive on Gram-negative bacteria because it cannot reach the
peptidoglycan layer, and that cecropin may disrupt the outer membrane of Gramnegatives, giving the enzyme access to peptidoglycan, a novel hybrid protein combining
Musca domestica cecropin with human lysozyme has been expressed in E. coli. This
chimeric protein showed an improvement of antibacterial activity and spectrum
compared to its single original components (Lu et al., 2010). Another chimera, the
cecropin AD peptide, composed by the first 11 residues of H. cecropia cecropin A and the
last 26 residues of H. cecropia cecropin D, has been produced in a Bacillus subtilis
expression system (Chen X. et al., 2009). The potent antimicrobial activity against S. aureus
and E. coli of the recombinant product, and the low cost of the production process, with a
yield of 30.6 mg of pure recombinant protein obtained from 1 liter of culture supernatant,
make this molecule a suitable option for veterinary and medical applications. Cecropins
have properties similar to those of melittin, a peptide that is the major component of the
A. mellifera venom (Pandey et al., 2010). Some melittin analogues showed a drastic
cytotoxicity reduction though maintaining comparable bactericidal activity. Two
recombinant cecropin A- and cecropin B-melittin hybrid peptides CA(1-7)-M(4-11) and
CB(1-7)-M(4-11) have been expressed in the yeast Pichia pastoris. Both chimeric peptides
showed strong antibacterial activity against E. coli, S. aureus, P. aeruginosa, Klebsiella
pneumoniae, Bacillus subtilis, B. thuringiensis, and Salmonella derby (Cao et al., 2010). The
efficacy of a cecropin A-melittin hybrid peptide CA(1-8)M(1-18) and shorter derivatives
against pan-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii has been tested both in vitro and in a mouse
sepsis model. The peptide showed an in vitro good activity, that was not affected by the
presence of capsule (Rodríguez-Hernández et al., 2006). However, in vivo the peptides
showed bacteriostatic activity only, and PD50 was not achieved with non-toxic doses
(López-Rojas et al., 2011). The antifungal and anti-inflammatory effects of a cecropin A(18)–magainin 2(1-12) hybrid peptide analog (P5) have been tested on Malassezia furfur and
human keratinocytes. The minimal inhibitory concentration of P5 against M. furfur was
0.39 M, making it 3–4 times more potent than commonly used antifungal agents such as
ketoconazole (1.5 M) or itraconazole (1.14 M). P5 efficiently inhibited the expression of
IL-8 and Toll-like receptor 2 in M. furfur-infected human keratinocytes without eukaryotic
cytotoxicity at its fungicidal concentration. Moreover, P5 significantly down-regulated
NF-kB activation and intracellular calcium fluctuation, which are closely related with
enhanced responses of keratinocyte inflammation induced by M. furfur infection. Taken
together, these observations suggest that P5 may be a potential therapeutic agent for M.
furfur-associated human skin diseases because of its distinct antifungal and antiinflammatory action (Ryu et al., 2011).
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7. Bacterial antimicrobial peptides
A wide array of proteinaceous molecules is produced by Gram-positive and Gram-negative
bacteria to counteract the proliferation of closely related microorganisms competing for
limited resources within the same ecological niche (Héchard & Sahl, 2002). The first
description of antagonistic interactions between different Staphylococcus strains was made in
1855 by Babes, who with Cornil co-authored the first text on bacteriology. The same
phenomenon was described by Pasteur, who noted the inhibitory effect of common bacteria
from urine on Bacillus anthracis (Pasteur & Joubert, 1877). However, the first clear
documentation of an antibiotic agent produced by E. coli was provided by Gratia, who in
1925 demonstrated that in liquid media strain V (for virulence) produced a dialyzable and
heat-stable substance (later referred to as colicin V) that even in high dilutions inhibited the
growth of E. coli strain φ (Gratia, 1925). Subsequently, a number of colicins produced by E.
coli and closely related members of the Enterobacteriaceae were discovered. Following the
discovery that antibiotic substances of the colicin type are also produced by non-coliform
bacteria, the more general term ‘‘bacteriocin’’ was coined (Jacob et al., 1953), to define
proteinaceous antibiotics of the colicin type, characterized by predominant intra-specific
killing activity, and adsorption to specific receptors on the surface of sensitive cells (Jack et
al., 1995; Tagg et al., 1976). Bacteriocins produced by Gram-positive bacteria differ in many
characteristics from those produced by Gram-negative bacteria: the former are initially
produced as propeptides, which are subsequently separated from a leader peptide to form
the biologically active molecule. In some cases, such as the lantibiotics, post-translational
modifications are introduced into the propeptide region of the precursor molecule prior to
cleavage of the leader component (Cotter et al., 2005a). In contrast, Gram-negative
bacteriocins (colicins) are generally high-molecular-mass (29- to 90-kDa) proteins that
contain characteristic domains specifying either attachment specificity, translocation, or
killing activity. Similar domain constructs have been found in some of the pyocins produced
by P. aeruginosa (Jack et al., 1995).
7.1 Gram-positive bacteriocins
Although there is not a definitive classification for bacteriocins from Gram-positive bacteria,
it is generally accepted the division into class I, composed by post-translationally modified
peptides containing lanthionine or methyl-lanthionine; class II, or heat-stable nonlanthionine-containing bacteriocins, which are small thermostable, non-modified proteins
(with the exception of disulfide bridges linkage), with or without leader peptide; and class
III, which includes secreted heat-labile, cell wall-degrading enzymes. A family of circular,
post-translationally modified bacteriocins has been recently grouped to form a new class of
bacteriocins, class IV, that encompasses globular, thermostable, helical, and posttranslationally modified proteins, ranging between 35 and 70 amino acids, with the N- and
C-termini linked by a peptide bond (Sanchez-Hidalgo et al., 2011).
7.1.1 Class I bacteriocins: Lantibiotics
Class I bacteriocins produced by lactic acid bacteria are the most widely investigated: they
are small, heat-stable post-translationally modified peptides commonly called lantibiotics,
that naturally occur in food and in the gastro-enteric tract of mammals. Some of them, such
as nisin and lacticin, are widely used as antibacterial agents by the food and agricultural
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industry of more than 50 countries (Chatterjee et al., 2005; Cotter et al., 2005b). Lantibiotics
are ribosomally synthesized as precursor peptides, and post-translationally modified by the
dehydration of serine and threonine residues and subsequent intramolecular addition of
cysteine, resulting in the formation of (-methyl) lanthionine thioether bridges, that
characterizes the group (Abriouel et al., 2010). A N-terminal leader sequence is believed to
keep the peptides inactive while inside the producing cell. To further protect themselves
from the action of secreted lantibiotics, the lantibiotic-producing bacteria have evolved selfprotection mechanisms that consist of individual immunity proteins (generically termed the
LanI proteins), or of highly conserved ATP-binding cassette transporter (ABC-transporter)
proteins, usually composed of two or three subunits, generically termed LanFE(G) (Draper
et al., 2008). Many lantibiotics are extremely potent antibacterial agents with minimum
inhibitory concentrations in the nanomolar range (Ross & Vederas, 2011). Lantibiotics are
active against several very common food spoilage organisms (for example, Listeria
monocytogenes and Clostridium botulinum) and show very promising activity against resistant
S. aureus and enterococcal infections (Cotter et al., 2005a). In the last few years some
bacteriocins have been considered for human health and medical purposes: nisin A, the
prototype lantibiotic produced by Lactococcus lactis, is highly efficient against Gram-positive
bacteria and has no human toxicity. It was discovered in 1928 and has been accepted by the
Food and Drug Administration as a food additive in 1988. Its 34-amino acid residue
structure contains five macrocyclic rings stabilized by thioether bonds (Turpin et al., 2010).
Nisin inhibits the growth of vegetative Gram-positive bacteria by binding to lipid II, so
disrupting cell wall biosynthesis and facilitating pore formation. Nisin also inhibits the
outgrowth of bacterial spores, including Bacillus anthracis spores (Gut et al., 2011). However,
natural nisin A is unsuitable for medical uses, being unstable and poorly soluble in neutral
or basic conditions and easily inactivated by thiols such as cysteine and glutathione
(Rollema et al., 1995). Nisin A derivatives obtained by amino acid substitution are being
developed and evaluated as anti-mycobacterial drugs (Carroll et al., 2010). Lacticin 3147,
another lantibiotic produced by lactic acid bacteria, is more stable than nisin and is active
against MRSA and VRE at nanomolar concentrations (Piper et a., 2009). Lacticin 3147
consists of a 2-peptide (lacticin A1 and A2) system: lacticin A1 binds lipid II, and the
complex binds lacticin A2, that induces pore formation in the bacterial membrane. To the
class I bacteriocins also belongs thuricin CD, another 2-component peptide system produced
by Bacillus thuringiensis and selectively active against Clostridium difficile. A problem inherent
the current antibiotic treatment of C. difficile-associated bowel disease is that large-spectrum
antibiotics can perturb the gut flora to the point to interfere with recovery and in same cases
even to promote recurrences. These problems could be avoided by the use of thuricin CD
that, according to extensive tests against a broad range of Gram-positive and Gram-negative
bacteria, targets a restricted spectrum of spore-forming Gram-positive bacteria (Rea et al.,
2010).
7.1.2 Class II bacteriocins
Class II bacteriocins include class IIa one-peptide pediocin-like bacteriocins and class-IIb,
that are two-peptide bacteriocins (Nissen-Meyer et al., 2010). Pediocin PA-1 is a
representative member of the class IIa bacteriocins, i.e. low molecular weight, plasmidencoded peptides, with marked antilisterial activity, produced by Pediococcus acidilactici
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(Devi & Halami, 2011). It is currently investigated as a useful tool to control Listeria
monocytogenes in food (Hartmann et al., 2011). At least 15 two-peptide members of the classIIb bacteriocins have been isolated and characterized since the first isolation of lactococcin G
(Nissen-Meyer et al., 1992). Like lacticins, these bacteriocins consist of two different
peptides, and optimal antibacterial activity requires the presence of both peptides in about
equal amounts. The two peptides are synthesized as preforms that contain a 15–30 residue
N-terminal leader sequence that apparently facilitates interaction with the dedicated ABCtransporter membrane protein and might possibly also function to keep the bacteriocin
inactive until it has been secreted. The genes encoding the preforms of the two peptides are
always found next to each other in the same operon along with the gene that encodes the
immunity protein. Class IIb bacteriocins are still in the characterization phase, in order to
develop variants useful for medical and biotechnological applications, such as infection
treatment and food and animal feed preservation (Nissen-Meyer et al., 2010). Class III
bacteriocins, like enterolysin A, are large antibacterial proteins with enzymatic activity
(Nilsen et al., 2003), that for their structure are not considered suitable for drug
development. On the contrary, low-molecular weight, circular class IV bacteriocins possess
some interesting features: the joining of the ends protects from degradation by exopeptidase
enzymes, increasing stability and making the molecules highly resistant to a wide range of
pH and temperatures. A representative member of class IV bacteriocins is AS-48, that is the
first reported circular bacteriocin and whose structure and genetic regulation have been
elucidated. It can be considered a good starting point to develop analogs with new and/or
improved features for practical chemical, pharmaceutical and agricultural applications.
(Sanchez-Hidalgo et al., 2011).
7.2 Gram-negative bacteriocins
Enterobacteria can secrete colicins and microcins, both encoded by gene clusters that codify
for their production, export and self-immunity. To date, all colicins and microcins found are
plasmid-encoded, except class IIb microcins, that are chromosome-encoded. Colicin gene
clusters are highly conserved, but simpler than microcin gene clusters. In contrast to
microcins, the production of colicins is mainly induced via the DNA repair network, called
the SOS response, that can be activated by an environmental stress, such as UV irradiation,
exposure to DNA damaging agents, or cell starvation. The major differences between
microcins and colicins, besides the molecular mass, lie in their structure and in the fact that
contrary to most microcins, colicins are not post-translationally modified.
7.2.1 Colicins
Colicins are large proteins organized in three functional domains: a central receptor binding
domain, an N-terminal translocation domain and a C-terminal catalytic domain. These
domains, which are common to all colicins, ensure every common step of the colicin
mechanisms of action, i.e. i) recognition by a specific receptor at the outer membrane, ii)
translocation across the outer membrane and iii) lethal interaction with a specific cellular
target. The ability of an E. coli strain to kill neighboring strains by releasing colicins into the
surroundings has been known since the 1920s (Gratia, 1925). However, the mechanism by
which colicins reach the target cell cytoplasm, crossing the outer membrane, the
peptidoglycan layer and the inner membrane, has only recently begun to be unraveled at the
molecular level. It seems that the penetration mechanism is similar, even though different
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colicins parasitize different protein systems and kill cells by different mechanisms (Cascales
et al., 2007). Colicins are not considered for development into suitable antibacterial drugs,
mainly because of their high molecular weight, but their study has significantly contributed
to the progress of basic research in a number of fields, such as the bacterial outer membrane
protein receptors, and the proteins of the translocation machinery.
7.2.2 Microcins
The name microcin was introduced to distinguish the class of antibacterial peptides with
molecular mass below 10 kDa, from the higher molecular mass colicins (Asensio et al., 1976).
Whereas many antimicrobial peptides of bacterial origin are produced by large multidomain enzyme complexes termed peptide synthetases, microcins are typically produced as
ribosomally synthesized precursors, similar to the bacteriocins from Gram-positive bacteria.
Microcins are encoded by plasmid- or chromosome-located gene clusters, which typically
include open reading frames encoding the microcin precursor, self-immunity factors,
secretion proteins and modification enzymes, giving rise to an amazing diversity of
microcin structures and mechanisms of action (Duquesne et al., 2007). Microcins are secreted
by enterobacteria (mostly E. coli) under conditions of nutrient depletion, and are involved in
the regulation of microbial competition within the intestinal microbiota. They are generally
hydrophobic, highly resistant to heat, extreme pH and proteases, and exert potent
antibacterial activity in nanomolar concentrations, usually against a narrow spectrum of
closely related species. Their mechanism of action has been defined as a “Trojan horse”
behavior: they are recognized as siderophores by the outer membrane receptors of
susceptible bacteria, and as such internalized; once inside they bind essential enzymes or
interact with the inner membrane killing the bacterium (Duquesne et al., 2007). At present
microcins are still into the characterization phase, and despite their potent antibacterial
activity, they are not being developed as antibacterials (Corsini et al., 2010). Microcin E492, a
pore-forming molecule produced by Klebsiella pneumoniae, beyond exerting antibacterial
activity on related strains, has been shown to induce apoptosis of malignant human cell
lines (Lagos et al., 2009). Microcin B17, produced by various E. coli strains harboring the 70kb single-copy, conjugative pMccB17 plasmid, is a potent inhibitor of DNA gyrase, whereas
microcin J25, the best-studied member of the lasso peptides, inhibits RNA polymerase
(Oman & van der Donk, 2010).

8. Lipopeptides and lipoglycopeptides
Antimicrobial lipopeptides (LiPs) are non-ribosomally produced by bacteria and fungi
during cultivation on various carbon sources. They are a class of antibiotics highly active
against multidrug-resistant bacteria. Most native LiPs consist of a short (six to seven amino
acids) linear or cyclic peptide sequence, either positively or negatively charged, with a fatty
acid moiety covalently attached to the N-terminus. (Mangoni & Shai, 2011). Both the
composition of the peptide moiety and the type of the lipophilic part are sensitive to
modifications. In general, native LiPs are non-cell-selective and therefore quite toxic to
mammalian cells. Despite toxicity, in 2003 a member of this family, daptomycin, which is
active only toward Gram-positive bacteria, has been approved by the FDA in an injection
formulation for the treatment of complicated skin and skin structure infections (SSSI) caused
by susceptible strains of the following species: S. aureus (including methicillin-resistant
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strains), Streptococcus pyogenes, S. agalactiae, S. dysgalactiae subspecies equisimilis, and
Enterococcus faecalis (vancomycin-susceptible strains only). This example confirms the
growing opinion that peptide-based antibiotics will be among the next generation of antiinfective therapy (Mangoni & Shai, 2011). Dalbavancin, oritavancin and telavancin are
semisynthetic lipoglycopeptides active against multidrug-resistant Gram-positive pathogens
(Zhanel et al., 2010). These molecules share a heptapeptide core that affects cell wall
synthesis by inhibiting transglycosilation and transpeptidation, and contain lipophilic side
chains that facilitate binding to cell membranes and increase antibacterial activity.
Lipophilic residues also prolong in vivo half life, that is of 147-258 h for dalbavancin, of 393 h
for oritavancin and of 12-24 h for telavancin. These drugs must be administered i.v. and are
indicated for patients with complicated SSSI resistant to vancomycin. Telavancin has been
approved for SSSI therapy by the FDA in September 2009. Dalbavancin, a teicoplanin
derivative, has a long half life that allows for once weekly dosing. In published clinical trials,
a dose on day 1 and 8 of treatment provided 14 days of antimicrobial activity, and
demonstrated non-inferiority as measured by safety and efficacy for the treatment of
uncomplicated SSSI, catheter-related bloodstream infections, and complicated SSSI (Welte &
Pletz, 2010).

9. Bacteriophage endolysins
Since the pioneer work of d’Herelle, several studies demonstrated that bacteriophages can
be successfully used in the therapy of animal and human bacterial infections (Harper &
Enright, 2011; Verma et al., 2009). Phages are already used in the agricultural, foodprocessing and fishery industries, and for the treatment of human bacterial infections in
Georgia and Eastern Europe (Housby & Mann, 2009). Recent experiments performed by Fu
et al. on the efficacy of a bacteriophage cocktail to prevent the formation of P. aeruginosa
biofilms on catheters in an in vitro model showed a 99.9% reduction of the number of
bacteria (Fu et al., 2010). The human use of phages in Western countries has been hindered
so far by cost, safety concerns about phage injection into the bloodstream, and by the
sometimes inconsistent outcome of the treatments, due to the poor characterization of
bacteriophage preparations. Moreover, the in vivo pharmacokinetics of phages are complex,
being influenced by the host immune system-mediated phage clearance rate and by the
possible insurgence of bacterial resistance due to lysogeny or mutations concerning
metabolic steps or surface receptors (Payne &Jansen, 2003). However, phage therapy is
considered a potential treatment for some selected infections, such as multidrug resistant P.
aeruginosa lung infection in cystic fibrosis patients (Morello et al., 2011), and chronic otitis
(Wright et al., 2009). A different approach overcoming some of the above-mentioned
problems involves the use of purified phage products as anti-infective agents. Doublestranded DNA phages naturally produce endolysins, i.e. mureine-degrading enzymes, that
have been originally studied and developed to control mucous membrane infections
(Borysowski et al., 2006), and are also denominated “enzybiotics” (Briers et al., 2011). They
only work on Gram-positive bacteria because the outer membrane of Gram-negative
bacteria prevents direct lysin-peptidoglycan interaction (Fischetti, 2010). To this end, the
paper from Briers et al. reports that the use of endolysins in conjunction with outer
membrane permeabilizers resulted in strong lytic activity against P. aeruginosa, with a
reduction of more than four log units of viable bacteria in 30 min. Endolysins, some of
which have been found active against B. anthracis (Schuch et al., 2002), S. pneumoniae (Jado et
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al., 2003) and S. agalactiae (Cheng et al., 2005), alone or in combination with conventional
antibiotics or lysozyme, have a short half-life (15-20 min), but their action is so rapid that
nanogram quantities kill sensitive Gram-positive bacteria in seconds after contact (Loeffler
et al., 2001). Moreover, they are per se non toxic and, unexpectedly, not easily inactivated by
antibodies (Fischetti, 2008). Considering that the endolysin target, peptidoglycan, is not
present in eukaryotic cells, it can be anticipated that they will also be well tolerated by
humans. Experiments performed on a murine model of pneumococcal pneumonia showed
that an endolysin with muramidase activity, Cpl-1, protected 100% of mice when
administered by intraperitoneal injections starting 24 hours after pulmonary infection
(Witzenrath et al., 2009). These results suggest that Cpl-1 and related molecules could
provide a new therapeutic option for pneumococcal pneumonia. The issue of the possible
toxic effect due to the massive release of pro-inflammatory molecules by lysed bacteria has
also been addressed. Circulating endotoxin, teichoic and lipoteichoic acids, and
peptidoglycan could result in septic shock and multiple organ failure, but so far no sideeffects related to lysin-induced bacteriolysis have been reported (Borysowski et al., 2006).
According to experiments performed on a murine model, lysins may also cure already
established infections (Witzenrath et al., 2009). More predictable endolysin applications
include the elimination of bacteria from mucous membranes, the treatment of bacterial
infections, and the biocontrol of bacteria in food.

10. Conclusions
Modern antibiotics are or derive from natural molecules isolated during the “golden age” of
antibiotic discovery, i.e. the period between the1940s and the 1970s. Even those currently
under development are nothing more than new, improved versions of these old natural
products, because the chemical modification of existing molecules remains the most costefficient way to develop novel drugs active against resistant strains. As examples, we can
cite the cephalosporin ceftaroline (Corey et al., 2010), the tetracycline amadacycline
(PTK0796), the streptogramin NXL-103 (Politano & Sawyer, 2010) and the macrolide CEM101 (Woosley et al., 2010). However, the perspective that these agents, new but based on old
molecular scaffolds, will in their turn face the development of bacterial resistance, prompted
both the academic community and the biotech/pharmaceutical companies to look for
alternative strategies. In this scenario, the low molecular weight, broad-spectrum activity
and rapid mode of action of AMPs make them promising drug candidates. Among potential
advantages of some AMPs we can add the endotoxin-neutralizing ability and the capacity to
modulate the host immune response. Moreover, they are usually unaffected by classic
antibiotic resistance mechanisms (Zasloff, 2002). In this regard, however, concerns have
been raised by the finding that some microorganisms are able to thwart AMP effects: C.
albicans is sensitive to histatin-5, the most potent antifungal peptide present in human saliva
(Edgerton & Koshlukova, 2000), but it produces aspartyl proteases that target this molecule,
and in the presence of low histatin levels, as those occurring in AIDS patients, the yeast
turns from a harmless commensal to a disease-causing pathogen (Meiller et al., 2009).
Moreover, taking for granted that acquired resistance to AMPs is less likely to occur as
compared to the traditional antibiotics, it has been observed that some Gram-negative
bacteria can utilize various enzymes to reduce their surface net negative charge, so evading
the action of cationic peptides (Roy et al., 2009). Several other bacterial strategies have been
described that can result in decreased susceptibility to AMPs, such as secretion of
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inactivating proteins or exportation via efflux pumps. Therefore, the onset of resistance in
microbial populations consistently exposed to AMPs cannot be excluded (Peters et al., 2010),
and a theoretical concern about the pharmacological use of AMPs closely related to human
ones is that long term selection could generate organisms with unpredictable virulence
potential (Fernebro, 2011). In addition to these (for now) theoretical concerns, we must
recognize that some more practical AMP flaws, such as the high production cost and the
susceptibility to proteolytic degradation, have until now effectively prevented AMPs from
entering the market. Most AMPs today in preclinical and clinical trials have been developed
for topical applications (Hancock & Sahl, 2006). Examples of indications are catheter site
infections, cystic fibrosis, acne and wound healing. For complicated wounds and ulcers
caused by multidrug-resistant bacteria, phage therapy, although the available literature is in
many ways unsatisfactory, could be an option. In the EU, it has been proposed that specific
sections concerning phage therapy should be included in the Advanced Therapy Medicinal
Product Regulation to make it easier to get approval for clinical trials involving such
therapy (Verbeken et al., 2007). For practical and economical reasons it could be easier to
market purified lysins for which, so far, resistance development has not been observed.
However, most lysins are endowed with short in vivo half-life (Loeffler et al., 2003), an issue
that has to be solved before they enter clinical use. Another relevant issue is the possibility
to use narrow spectrum AMPs, such as microcins. Conceptually, a broad spectrum antibiotic
is not always the best choice, especially when considering its effects on the commensal flora
and the risk of inducing opportunistic infections. However, the use of narrow spectrum
antibiotics should be supported by diagnostics faster and more accurate than those in use
today. The development of new antimicrobials is a formidable challenge, and out of this
concern, in 2009 the U.S. and European Community presidencies established a Transatlantic
Task Force, and the Infectious Diseases Society of America called for a global commitment
to develop 10 novel antimicrobials by 2020 (Gwinn et al., 2010). In our view, the
achievement of badly needed good results relies on a balanced interaction between well
funded academic laboratories and the lead discovery departments of private companies, to
make the most of existent and future techniques.
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drug development process are discussed. Since drug development is a highly complex multidisciplinary
process, case studies are an excellent tool to obtain insight in this field. While each chapter gives specific
insight and may be read as an independent source of information, the whole book represents a unique
collection of different facets giving insight in the complexity of drug development.
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